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The Cold War Era



KEY POINTS (NOTES)

Cuban Missile Crisis

Cuba was an ally of the Soviet Union and received diplomatic and 
financial aid from it.In April1961,leaders of the USSR were worried that 
the USA would invade communist-ruled Cuba and overthrow its 
President Fidel Castro.
In 1962,the leader of the Soviet Union,Nikita Khrushchev,placed nuclear 
missiles in Cuba for converting it into a Russian base.
Three weeks later,Americans became aware of it.The US President John 
F.Kennedy and his advisers tried to find a solution to avoid full-scale 
nuclear war.But they were determined to get Khrushchev to remove the 
missiles and nuclear weapons from Cuba.
Kennedy ordered American warships to intercept any Soviet ships 
heading to Cuba as a way of warning the USSR.This clash between the 
USA and the USSR came to be known as the Cuban Missile Crisis.
The Cuban Missile Crisis was a high point which came to be known as the 
Cold War.It refers to the competition,the tensions and a series of 
confrontations between the USA and Soviet Union.
Cold War

The Cold War was the war of ideologies.The US followed the ideology of 



confrontations between the USA and Soviet Union.
Cold War

The Cold War was the war of ideologies.The US followed the ideology of 
liberal democracy and capitalism while the USSR backed the ideology of 
socialism and communism.
The end of the Second World War (1939-45) marked the beginning of the 
Cold War.As a result of which two new powers rose on the global stage 
i.e. USA and the Soviet Union.
The Cold War was not an intense war but was based on ‘logic of 
deterrence’.
The Emergence of Two Power Blocs

Most countries of Western Europe sided with the US and was known as 
‘Western alliance’.It formed an organization known as the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) in April,1949 with twelve states.
The countries of the Eastern Europe joined the Soviet Union and was 
known as ‘Eastern Alliance’.
In East and South East Asia and in West Asia(Middle East),the US built 
an alliance system called the South-East Asian Treaty Organization 
(SEATO) and the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO)
Arenas of the Cold War

The arenas of the Cold War refer to areas where crisis and war occurred 



Arenas of the Cold War

The arenas of the Cold War refer to areas where crisis and war 
occurred or threatened to occur between the alliance systems but 
did not cross certain limits.
The two superpowers (US and Soviet Union) were poised for direct 
encounter in Korea (1950-53),Berlin (1958-62),the Congo (the early 
1960s) and in several other places.
The two sides signed three significant agreements within a 
decade.These were:
Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT)
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABMT)
Challenge to Bipolarity

Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) was founded by three leaders-
India’s PM Shree Jawaharlal Nehru,Yugoslavia’sJosip Broz Tito and 
Egypt’s leader Gamal Abdel Naseer.The first NAM summit was held 
in 1961 at Belgrade.

New International Economic Order

The challenge for the newly decolonized countries was to become 



New International Economic Order

The challenge for the newly decolonized countries was to become more 
developed economically and to lift their people out of poverty.The idea of 
a New International Economic Order (NIEO) originated with this 
objective.
The nature of Non-Alignment changed to give greater importance to 
economic issues.As a result,NAM became an economic pressure group.
India and the Cold War

India followed a two way policy regarding the Cold War.It did not join 
any of the alliances but raised voice against the newly decolonized 
countries becoming part of these alliances.
The Non-Alignment gave India the power to take international decisions 
and to balance one superpower against the other







II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It 
is a visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.

https://youtu.be/zXqkIGelHsI

https://youtu.be/snIkQDAuulQ

https://youtu.be/bQvl1SQF2QY

https://youtu.be/g57FIk1BB7s

https://youtu.be/zXqkIGelHsI
https://youtu.be/snIkQDAuulQ
https://youtu.be/bQvl1SQF2QY
https://youtu.be/g57FIk1BB7s


Assignment

Q.1 What was the Cuban Missile crisis ?

Q.2 Why was the North Atlantic Treaty organization also 
called Western Alliance?

Q.3 Why was the Warsaw Pact also called Eastern Alliance?

Q.4 Why has India refused to sign the CTBT ?

Q.5 What is meant by Non Aligned Movement ? Name the 
founders members of NAM.

Q.6 Explain objectives of the Non Aligned Movement.



Q.7 What is meant by Cold War ? What was India response 
to Cold War ?

Q.8 What was the main objective of International Order ?

Q.9 Why did India distance itself from the Two Camps led by 
the US and the Soviet Union ?

Q.10  When & Why did India sign the Twenty years ‘Treaty of 
Peace & Friendship’ with the Soviet Union?
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The End of Bipolarity



*The End of Bipolarity  Revision Notes*
1.    The Socialist Revolution in Russia in 1917 gave birth to USSR with 
inspiration of socialism, based on following principles:-

To ansure a minimum standard of living for all its citizens
The government subsidised basic necessities
Productive assets were owned and controlled by the state.
2.    Russia was the only republic among fifteen republics who dominates 
everything and  people from other regions felt neglected and often 
suppressed.

3.    Soviet Union lagged behind the west in technology, infrastructure and 
could not fulfil political aspirations of people.

The Soviet system, however, became very bureaucratic and authoritarian, 
making life very difficult for its citizens.
Lack of democracy and the absence of freedom of speech stifled people who 
often expressed their dissent in jokes and cartoons.
Most of the institutions of the Soviet state needed reform: the one-party 
system represented by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had tight 
control over all institutions and was unaccountable to the people.
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 also weakened the system furthermore.
4.    Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of Communist Party of Soviet 



furthermore.
4.    Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of Communist Party of Soviet 
Union in 1985 initiated the policies of economic and political reforms to 
democratise the system which were opposed by leaders within 
communist party and contradictory view of people.

Reforms were necessary to keep the USSR abreast of the information 
and technological revolutions taking place in the West.
However, Gorbachev’s decision to normalise relations with the West and 
democratise and reform the Soviet Union had some other effects that 
neither he nor anyone else intended or anticipated.
The people in the East European countries which were part of the Soviet 
bloc started to protest against their own governments and Soviet 
control.
5.    The people of republic had been fed up with old style rule of Soviet 
bloc and in Dec 1991, under the leadership of Boris Yeltsin (an elected 
leader), Russia, Ukraine and Baltics declared themselves independent.
6.    The formation of Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) came 
as a surprise and the exclusion of these states was resolved by making 
them founder members of the CIS.
7.    Russia was accepted as successor state of Soviet Union by inheriting 
a Soviet seat in UN Security Council, who accepted all international 
treaties and commitments of Soviet Union and carried out some nuclear 
disarmament measures with the US.



treaties and commitments of Soviet Union and carried out some nuclear 
disarmament measures with the US.

8.    Now Soviet Union had been disintegrated on the grounds to 
maintain nuclear and military arsenals, awareness of people of their 
backwardness than western capitalism as well as alienation of ordinary 
people who were exempted from any kind of privileges.

9.    The rise of nationalism and the desire for sovereignty within 
republics like Russia, the Baltic Republics (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania), 
Ukraine, Georgia and others proved to be the most immediate cause for 
disintegration of USSR.
10.    Disintegration of USSR resulted into the end of Cold War 
confrontations, created dominant capitalist system, emerged many new 
states and the advantage was taken by Central Asian countries of their 
geographical locations by maintaining relations with Russia, the West, 
the US, China and others.
11.    The process of transition from an authoritarian socialist system to a 
democratic capitalist system in Russia, Central Asia and East Europe 
was influenced by World Bank and IMF came to be known as Shock 
Therapy.
12.    Shock Therapy involved :-



Therapy.
12. Shock Therapy involved :-

Privatisation of property,
Private firms emergence,
Complete switch over to free trade and Foreign Direct Investment,
Financial opening up, Currency convertibility
Break up of existing trade alliances among the countries of Soviet Bloc to
maintain relations directly with the West.
13. Consequences of Shock Therapy :-

The largest garage sale in history,
Declined value of Russian Currency ‘Ruble’, due to inflation, food was
imported,
Destroyed Old Social Welfare System,
Migration of educated and intellectual manpower and
Disparities due to privatisation between rich and poorin the regions of
Russia.
14. The constitution of newly democratic institutions was drafted in a
hurry where strong executives appointed themselves as presidents due
to weak Parliament and lack of independent judiciary as in Russia,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.
15. Revival of Russia in 2000 due to export of natural resources like
oil, natural gas and minerals which were available in abundance in



abundance in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan. And from where these pipelines crossed, were paid on 
rent.
16.    Most of the former Soviet Republics had civil wars and 
insurgencies as in Russia,

two republics Chechnya and Dagestan had violent secessionist 
movements, in Central Asia.
Civil War took place in Azerbaijan and Georgia.
Czechoslovakia was also split into two.
Even countries and provinces like Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, and Georgia 
are fighting over river water leading to instability and making life 
difficult for ordinary people.
17.    The Central Asian Republics were rich in hydrocarbon 
resources for economic benefit as Oil Companies and outside 
powers had a competition to exploit these natural resources. Also 
the US approached them to hire bases and territories during wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan.
18.    Russia and India share a vision of

Multipolar world order,
Collective security,
Greater regionalism,



18.    Russia and India share a vision of

Multipolar world order,
Collective security,
Greater regionalism,
Negotiated settlements of international conflicts,
On independent foreign policy
Decision making through UN.
19.    India is benefitted from Russia on issues of

Kashmir,
Energy supplies,
Sharing information on international terrorism,
Access to Central Asia and balancing its relations with China.



II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It 
is a visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.

https://youtu.be/ag061hbqEMo

https://youtu.be/rq-YbkOtjWQ

https://youtu.be/xhQvw9_UM0M

https://youtu.be/CkmVuD0yi-w

https://youtu.be/ag061hbqEMo
https://youtu.be/rq-YbkOtjWQ
https://youtu.be/xhQvw9_UM0M
https://youtu.be/CkmVuD0yi-w


Assignment

Q.1 Define Bipolarity.

Q.2 What is meant by ‘Shock Therapy’?

Q.3 Mention the characteristics of the Soviet economy during 
the Cold War days.

Q.4 Describe the consequences of shock therapy .

Q.5 Describe the consequences of the disintegration of the 
Soviet Union.

Q.6 Highlight any three positive and three negative features 
each of the Soviet System in the Soviet union.



Q.7 Describe the role of Gorbachev to reform the Soviet System 
and the effects of these reforms on the USSR.

Q.8 Why are India's relations with Russia considered an 
important aspect of India's foreign policy ? Explain.
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US Hegemony in World Politics



US Hegemony in World Politics                 
Beginning of the ‘New World Order’ by the US

The disintegration of USSR led to the beginning of the US hegemony 
in 1991. It remained with all its powers enhanced and intact.
Kuwait was invaded by Iraq in August 1990 and was subsequently 
annexed. After a series of diplomatic attempts failed at convincing 
Iraq to quit its aggression, the United Nations mandated the 
liberation of Kuwait by force. This decision of UN was hailed by the 
US President George HW Bush as the emergence of a ‘New World 
Order.’
The First Gulf War took place in which Iraq was defeated by a 
coalition force of 6,60,000 troops from 34 countries. It was known 
as ‘Operation Desert Storm’ or ‘First Gulf War’.
The war was overwhelmingly American. It revealed the vast 
technological gap that had opened up between the US military 
capability and other countries.
The Clinton Years

George HW Bush lost the US Presidential elections of 1992 to 
William Jefferson (Bill) Clinton of the Democratic party.



The Clinton Years

George HW Bush lost the US Presidential elections of 1992 to William 
Jefferson (Bill) Clinton of the Democratic party.
During this era, it was believed that the US had withdrawn into its 
internal affairs and was not fully engaged in world politics.
The government led by Clinton focused on ‘soft issues’ like democracy 
promotion, climate change and world trade rather than ‘hard politics’.
Still, the US showed its military powers. Firstly, in 1999 in response to 
Yugoslavian actions against the pre-dominantly Albanian population in 
the province of Kosovo. Secondly, in response to the bombing of the US 
embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar-es-Salaam.
‘Operation Infinite Reach’, launched by the US, was a series of cruise 
missile strikes on Al-Qaeda terrorist targets in Sudan and Afghanistan.
9/11 and the ‘Global War on Terror

On 11th September 2001, four American commercial aircrafts were 
hijacked and flew into important buildings in the US.
The first and second airline crashed into the North and South Towers of 
the World Trade Centre (New York), the third crashed into the Pentagon 
building (Arlington, Virginia) and the fourth aircraft came down in a 
field in Pennsylvania. These attacks came to be known as ‘9/11’.
The US response to 9/11 was swift and ferocious. George W Bush had 
succeeded Clinton in the US Presidency.



field in Pennsylvania. These attacks came to be known as ‘9/11’.
The US response to 9/11 was swift and ferocious. George W Bush had 
succeeded Clinton in the US Presidency.
The US launched ‘Operation Enduring Freedom’ as a part of its ‘Global 
War on Terror’.
The operation was against all those suspected to be behind the 9/11 
attack, mainly Al-Qaeda and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan.
Arrests were made all over the world by the US forces often without the 
knowledge of the government of the persons being arrested.
These persons were transported across countries and detained in secret 
prisons.
The Iraq Invasion

Operation Iraqi Freedom’ was launched by the US on 19th March, 2003 
and was joined by more than forty other countries.
The purpose of the invasion was to prevent Iraq from developing 
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD).
As there was no evidence of WMD, it is speculated that the invasion was 
motivated by other objectives such as controlling Iraqi oilfields, etc.
The US invasion of Iraq was both a military and political failure as 
around 3000 US military personnel were lost and Iraqi casualities were 
much higher.
Constraints on American Power

There are three constraints on American power. The institutional 



There are three constraints on American power. The institutional 
architecture of the America is the first constraint.
The second constraint is domestic in nature and stems from the 
open nature of American society. There is a deep scepticism 
regarding the purposes and methods of government in American 
political culture.
The third constraint on American power is the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation (NATO) which is only organisation in the international 
system that could possibly moderate the exercise of American 
power.
India’s Relationship with the US

During the Cold War, India closest friendship was with the Soviet 
Union.
Over the years, India decided to liberalise its economy and integrate 
it with the global economy. This made India an attractive economic 
partner for a number of countries including the US.
Two new factors emerged in Indo-US relations in recent years. They 
include :
Technological dimension
The role of the Indian-American diaspora.
There are three different strategies to decide what kind of 
relationship India should have with USA. They are as follows :



The role of the Indian-American diaspora.
There are three different strategies to decide what kind of 
relationship India should have with USA. They are as follows :
Those Indian analysts who see international politics in terms of 
military power, prefer that India should maintain its distance from 
US and should focus upon increasing its own national power.
Other analysts see the growing convergence of interests between US 
and India as a historic opportunity for India.
A third group of analysts advocate that India should take the lead in 
establishing the coalition of countries from developing world.
Indo-US relations are too difficult to manage by a sole strategy. 
There should be mixing of foreign policy strategies of deal with the 
US.
Meaning of Hegemony

The word ‘hegemony’ means the leadership or predominance of one 
state over others by virtue of its military, economic, political power 
and cultural superiority.
Politics is all about gaining power. In world politics, countries and 
groups of countries are engaged in constantly trying to gain and 
retain power.
It is important to understand the distribution of power among the 
countries of the world in order to understand world politics.



retain power.
It is important to understand the distribution of power among the 
countries of the world in order to understand world politics.
During the Cold War Era, there were two superpowers, the US and 
the USSR. But after the disintegration of USSR, only a single power 
was left i.e. the US.
The international system dominated by a sole superpower or hyper-
power is sometimes called a ‘unipolar system’.
Hegemony as Hard Power

Hegemony relates to the relations, patterns and balances of military 
capability between states.
The base of US power lies in the overwhelming superiority of its 
military power. It is both absolute and relative.
The military dominance of the US is not just based on higher 
military spending but on a qualitative gap.
But still, the US invasion of Iraq reveals weakness of American 
power as it was not able to force the Iraqi people into submitting to 
the occupation forces of the US-led coalition.
Hegemony as Structural Power

The idea behind this type of hegemony is that an open world 
economy requires a hegemon or dominant power to support its 



The idea behind this type of hegemony is that an open world 
economy requires a hegemon or dominant power to support its 
creation and existence.
In this sense, hegemony is reflected in the role played by the US in 
providing global public goods. The best examples of global public 
goods are Sea-Lanes of Communication (SLOCs), Internet, roads, 
etc.
The economic preponderance of the US is inseparable from its 
structural power, which is the power to shape the global economy in 
a particular way.
Another example of the structural power of the US is the academic 
degree called the Masters in Business Administration (MBA). The 
idea of teaching skills for business is uniquely American.
Hegemony as Soft Power

In this type of hegemony, it implies class ascendancy in the social, 
political and particularly ideological spheres.
It suggests that a dominant power not only possess military power 
but also ideological resources to shape the behaviour of competing 
and lesser powers.
The US predominance in the world is based not only on its military 
power and economic powers but on its cultural presence.
During the Cold War, the US scored notable victories in the area of 



During the Cold War, the US scored notable victories in the area of 
structural power and soft power rather than hard power.
Overcoming the Hegemony

It is important to understand that there is no single power to 
balance the US military. There are various strategies which can be 
helpful to overcome the hegemony.
According to the Bandwagon Strategy, it is suggested that instead of 
engaging in activities opposed to the hegemonic power, it is 
advisable to extract benefits by operating within the hegemonic 
system.
Hide Strategy implies staying as far removed from the dominant 
power as possible. China, Russia and the European Union are many 
examples of this behaviour.
Another belief is that resistance to American hegemony may come 
from non-state actors rather than other states. It is believed that 
challenges to US hegemony will come from a combination of Non-
Government Organisations (NGOs), social movements and public 
opinion.
FACTS THAT MATTER

1. America refers to the United States of America. It covers two 



II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It 
is a visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.

https://youtu.be/RMsmn3mrESw

https://youtu.be/LjA6lOv-Wbk

https://youtu.be/h_UI3M4pMnA

https://youtu.be/jgCLXKmkeP0

https://youtu.be/RMsmn3mrESw
https://youtu.be/LjA6lOv-Wbk
https://youtu.be/h_UI3M4pMnA
https://youtu.be/jgCLXKmkeP0


Assignment

Q.1 What is meant by US Hegemony in World politics ?

Q.2 How can NATO be a constraint  in the exercise of the US 
Hegemony?

Q.3 Explain the strategies to overcome Hegemony.

Q.4 What was Operation Enduring Freedom ?

Q.5 Why was the US attacked by the terrorists in 11th 
September,2001? How did the US react to it ?

Q.6 What was the Gulf war of 1990 ?



Q.7 What is Bandwagon strategy? How does it differ from 
strategy of Hide ?

Q.8 Analyse the different interpretations of American 
Hegemony.

Q.9 What is meant by Operation Iraqi Freedom ? Mention 
it's main objective as well as Hidden objective .

Q.10 Evaluate India's changing relationship with the USA .
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Alternative Centres of Power
European Union

After the end of the Second World War, there was a dilemma 
among many European leaders over the status of Europe. The 
Second World War shattered the structure on which the European 
states had based their relations.
The Cold War aided the integration of Europe after 1945. The 
European economy was revived by the extensive financial support 
by USA under the ‘Marshall Plan’.
The Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) was 
established in 1948 to channel aid to the West European states. 
Another step forward in political cooperation was the establishment 
of the council of Europe in 1949.
The disintegration of USSR led to the formation of European Union 
in 1992 which laid the foundation for a common foreign and 
security policy, cooperation on justice and creation of a single 
currency.
The European Union has evolved over time from an economic union 
to an increasingly political one.
The European Union has economic, political, diplomatic and 



The European Union has evolved over time from an economic union 
to an increasingly political one.
The European Union has economic, political, diplomatic and 
military influence.
Economically, the European Union is the world’s biggest economy. 
It had a GDP of more than $12 trillion in 2005. Its currency Euro, 
can pose a threat to the dominance of the US dollar.
On the political and diplomatic ground, Britain and France, the two 
members of EU are permanent members of the UN Security 
Council.
In the defence field, the European Union’s combined armed forces 
are the second largest in the world.



Association of South East Asian Nations [ASEAN]

Before and during the Second World War, the South East Asia 
suffered a lot from repeated colonialism i.e. both European and 
Japanese.
There were problems of nation-building, ravages of poverty and 
economic backwardness and a pressure to align with any of the two 
super blocs.
The South East Asian Countries established the Association of South 
East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967 as an alternative to Bandung 
conference and the Non-Aligned Movement.
On the ASEAN logo, the ten stalks of paddy (Rice) represent the ten 
South East Asian countries bound together in friendship and 
solidarity. The circle symbolises the unity of ASEAN.
There were five founding countries-Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
The objectives of ASEAN was to accelerate economic growth, social 
progress, promote regional peace, stability and cultural 
development.
The members of the association promoted ASEAN way, a form of 



progress, promote regional peace, stability and cultural development.
The members of the association promoted ASEAN way, a form of 
interaction that is informal, non-confrontationist and cooperative.
In 2003, an ASEAN community was established comprising three pillars, 
namely, the ASEAN security community, the ASEAN economic 
community and the ASEAN socio-cultural community.
The member states promised to uphold peace, neutrality, cooperation, 
non-interference and respect for national differences and sovereign 
rights.
The ASEAN economic community aims for a common market and to aid 
social and economic development in the region.
ASEAN has a vision 2020 which has defined an outward looking role for 
ASEAN in the international community.
Rise of the Chinese Economy

China has been growing as an economic power since 1978. It is projected 
to overtake the US as the world’s largest economy by 2040. In 1949, the 
economy of the China was based on the Soviet model. It now relied on its 
own resources.
During 1970’s, China established relations with the USA ending its 
political and economic isolation.
An ‘Open Door Policy’ was announced by Deng Xiaoping in 1978, which 
aimed at generating high productivity by investments in capital and 
technology from abroad.



Special economic zones were set up. State had a centralised role in 
setting up of China’s economy.
Still the Chinese economy did not benefit everyone in China. The 
rate of unemployment has risen, working conditions and female 
employment is bad.
However, regionally and globally, China has been in limelight 
economic power.
India-China Relations

India and China had a cordial relations since time immemorial. 
Both have political, economic and cultural relations.
After India gained independence, both the countries shared a 
peaceful relation. During this period the slogan of ‘Hindi-Chini-Bhai 
Bhai’ was popular.
Very soon both the countries involved in border dispute. The 
difference aroused from the Chinese takeover of Tibet in 1950.
India suffered military reverses in the conflict of 1962. Diplomatic 
relations between the two countries were downgraded until 1976.
It was during the visit paid by Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi 
to China in 1988 December, the relation between the two countries 
started improving.
FACTS THAT MATTER



II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It is a 
visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.
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Assignment

Q.1 What led to the formation of the European Union ?

Q.2 Describe Indo China relations from 1947 to 1962.

Q.3 Explain the New economic policies of China since 1978.

Q.4 Assess the role of ASEAN as an economic association.

Q.5 Explain the economic and military influence of the 
European Union.

Q.6 What is meant by ASEAN ? Mention any two of its 
objectives.



Q.7 How did European union exercise it's political and 
diplomatic influence ?

Q.8 Explain the factors responsible for the rise of the 
Chinese economy.

Q.9 Explain the vision of the ASEAN for 2020.
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The United Nation [UN]

The United Nations was established in 1945 immediately after the Second 

World War. It was a successor to the league of nations which was formed 

after the First World War.

The objective of United Nations is to prevent international conflict and to 

facilitate cooperation among states.

In the UN Security Council, there are five permanent members (United 

Kingdom, United State of America, Russia, France and China) and other 

non-permanent members who are elected after every two years. The most 

important public figure of the UN is the Secretary General.

There are different structures and agencies of UN. These include World 

Health Organisation (WHO), the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP), the United Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHRC ), the 

United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) etc.



Reform of the United Nations after the Cold War

Reforms and improvement are necessary for any organisation to perform 

better. The UN is also not an exception.

There have been demands to bring reforms in the UN. Two demands have 

been raised i.e. reform of the organisation’s structures and processes 

and, a review of the issues that fall within the jurisdiction of the 

organisation.

On the reform of structures and processes, there has been the demand to 

increase the membership of permanent and non-permanent in UN 

Security Council.

On the issues within the jurisdiction of the UN, some countries want the 

organisation to play a greater role in peace and security missions.

While some other countries want the role of UN to be confined to 

development and humanitarian work.



Reform of Structures and Processes of the UN

A resolution was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1992 over the 

reforms in the security council. The resolution reflected three main 

complaints.

To look into the complaints over the restructuring of the UN, on 1st January, 

1997, the UN Secretary General Kofi Arman initiated an inquiry into how the 

UN should be reformed.

Criteria for inclusion of a new member was decided. Some of them were that a 

new member must be a major economic and military power, a substantial 

contributor to the UN budget etc.

Different governments saw advantages in some criteria and disadvantages in 

others depending on their interests and aspirations. A demand to abolish the 

veto power altogether was also raised. Many perceived the veto to be in 

conflict with the concept of democracy and sovereign equality in the UN.

Permanent members have two privileges i.e. veto power and permanency in 

the security council.

By veto power means that if a permanent member cast a veto in a negative 

manner then it may state the decision.

Without veto power, there is the danger that the great powers would lose 

interest in the world body and without their support the body would be 

ineffective.

Jurisdiction of the UN



Jurisdiction of the UN

A meeting was held in September 2005 to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the 

United Nation and to review the situation.

The leaders in this meeting decided some steps that should be taken to make the 

UN more relevant in the changing content. .

Steps include establishment of a Human Rights Council, creation of a democracy 

fund, an agreement to wind up the trusteeship council etc.

India and the UN Reforms

India has always supported the restructuring of the United Nations. It believes that a 

strengthened and revitalised UN is desirable in a changing world.

The most important demand of India is regarding the restructuring of the security 

council. It supports an increase in the number of both permanent and non-

permanent members.

It also argues that an expanded council, with more representative, will enjoy greater 

support in the world community.

India itself wishes to be a permanent member in a restructured UN. India is the 

world’s largest democracy and the second most populous country in the world.

The country’s economic emergence on the world stage is another factor that 

perhaps justifies India’s claim to a permanent seat in the Security Council.

Despite India’s wish to be a permanent veto holding member of the UN, some 

countries question its inclusion. They are concerned about Indo-Pak relations, 

India’s nuclear capabilities etc.

The UN in a Unipolar World



India has always supported the restructuring of the United Nations. It believes 

that a strengthened and revitalised UN is desirable in a changing world.

The most important demand of India is regarding the restructuring of the 

security council. It supports an increase in the number of both permanent and 

non-permanent members.

It also argues that an expanded council, with more representative, will enjoy 

greater support in the world community.

India itself wishes to be a permanent member in a restructured UN. India is the 

world’s largest democracy and the second most populous country in the 

world.

The country’s economic emergence on the world stage is another factor that 

perhaps justifies India’s claim to a permanent seat in the Security Council.

Despite India’s wish to be a permanent veto holding member of the UN, some 

countries question its inclusion. They are concerned about Indo-Pak relations, 

India’s nuclear capabilities etc.

The UN in a Unipolar World

It is believed by many countries that the reform and restructuring of the UN 

could help the UN cope better with a unipolar world in which the US was the 

most powerful country.

The US stands as the only superpower after the disintegration of USSR hence 

US power cannot be easily checked.

Within the UN, the influence of the US is considerable. As the single largest 



US power cannot be easily checked.

Within the UN, the influence of the US is considerable. As the single largest 

contributor to the UN, the US has unmatched financial power.

The UN is not therefore a great balance to the US. Nevertheless, in a unipolar 

world in which the US is dominant, the UN can and has served to bring the US 

and the rest of the world into discussions over various issues.

The UN is an imperfect body, but without it the world would be worse off.

It is important for people to use and support the UN and other international 

organisations in ways that are consistent with their own interests.

Other International Organisations

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an international organisation that 

looks upon international financial institutions and regulations. It has 188 

member countries. The G-8 members (the US, Japan, Germany, France, UK, 

Italy, Canada, Russia), China and Saudi Arabia have more than 52 per cent 

votes in IMF.

World Bank is an important international organisation created during Second 

World War in 1944. It provides loans and grants to the member countries; 

especially developing countries.

World Trade Organisation (WTO) is an international organisation set up in 

1995 as the successor to the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). 

It sets the rules for global trade. It has 157 member countries.

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is an international organisation 

established in 1957. It seeks to promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy 



Other International Organisations

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an international organisation that 

looks upon international financial institutions and regulations. It has 188 

member countries. The G-8 members (the US, Japan, Germany, France, UK, 

Italy, Canada, Russia), China and Saudi Arabia have more than 52 per cent 

votes in IMF.

World Bank is an important international organisation created during Second 

World War in 1944. It provides loans and grants to the member countries; 

especially developing countries.

World Trade Organisation (WTO) is an international organisation set up in 

1995 as the successor to the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). 

It sets the rules for global trade. It has 157 member countries.

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is an international organisation 

established in 1957. It seeks to promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy 

and to prevent its use for military purpose.

Amnesty International is an international Non-Governmental Organisation 

(NGO) which campaigns for the protection of human rights all over the world.

Human Rights Watch is an international NGO which is involved in research 

and advocacy on human rights.

FACTS THAT MATTER

1. International organisations help countries to cooperate to create better 

living conditions all over the world and provide common platform to discuss 



FACTS THAT MATTER

1. International organisations help countries to cooperate to create better 

living conditions all over the world and provide common platform to discuss 

contentious issues and find peaceful solutions, by a mechanism, rules and 

bureaucracy.

2. The United Nations was founded as a successor to ‘League of Nations’ 

immediately after the Second World Charter by 51 states on 20th October 1945 

with the headquarter at New York.

3. The UN has 192 member states to prevent international conflicts to facilitate 

co-operation. The UN’s main organs are the General Assembly and Security 

Council. The UNSC consists of five permanent members i.e. the US, Russia, 

France, China and the UK, who enjoy Veto Power. The UN’s representative 

head is Secretary General.

4. The UN consists of many specialised agencies to deal with social and 

economic issues like WHO, UNDP, UNHRG, UNHCR, UNICEF, and UNESCO to 

work in an efficient manner and to bring world together.



II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It 
is a visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.

https://youtu.be/qO0C1jC2tnE

https://youtu.be/lz5IKOdJ_H0

https://youtu.be/qO0C1jC2tnE
https://youtu.be/lz5IKOdJ_H0


Assingment

Q.1What is the full form of WTO? When was it set up? How does it 
function?

Q.2 Why do some countries question the issue of India’s inclusion as a 
permanent member of the UN Security Council? Explain.

Q.3 What is Human Rights Watch? Describe its main contribution to the 
field of Human Rights.

Q.4 State any four criteria that have been proposed in the recent years for 
new permanent and non-permanent members of the UN Security Council.

Q.5 Explain any four reasons as to why India should be given a permanent 
membership in the UN Security Council.

Q.6 How are international organisation helpful to the nations?



Q.7 Describe the two basic reforms of the UN on 
which almost everyone agrees that they are 
necessary after the cold war.

Q.8 Describe the composition of the UN Security 
Council. What is the major difference in the 
privileges given to its permanent and non-permanent 
members.

Q.9 How far did the UN perform its role successfully 
in maintaining peace in the world? Explain.
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● Globalisation means the flows of ideas, capital, commodities and 

people across different parts of the world. It is a 

multidimensional concept. It has political, economic and cultural 

manifestations and these must be adequately distinguished.

● Globalisation need not always be positive. It can have negative 

consequences for the people.

● As a concept, globalisation fundamentally deals with flows. 

These flows can be ideas moving from one part of the world to 

another, commodities being traded across borders and so on.

● The crucial element is the worldwide inter connectedness which 

is created and sustained as a consequence of of these constant 

flows.

Globalisation



Causes of Globalisation

● One important aspect of globalisation is that even though it 

is not caused by any single factor, technology remains a 

critical element.

● The ability of ideas, capital, commodities and people to 

move more easily from one part of the world to another has 

been made possible by technological advances.

● Interconnections is also an important aspect of 

globalisation. Any event taking place in one part of the 

world could have an impact on another part of the world



Consequences of Globalisation

Political Consequences

● Globalisation results in an erosion of state capacity i.e. by reducing the 

ability of government to do what they want to do.

● It gives way to a more minimalist state that performs certain core 

functions such as the maintenance of law and order, and the security of 

its citizens.

● In place of the state the market becomes the prime determinant of 

economic and social priorities.

● Globalisation does not always reduce state capacity. The primacy of the 

state continues to be unchallenged basis of political community.

● State capacity has received boost as a consequence of globalisation, 

with enhanced technologies available at the disnosal of the state to 

collect information about its citizens.



Economic Consequences

● In order to understand economic consequences of globalisation it is important 

to know that in economic globalisation involves many actors other than IMF, 

WTO.

● It involves greater economic flows among different countries of the world. 

Some of this is voluntary and some forced by international institutions and 

powerful countries.

● Globalisation has involved greater trade in commodities across the globe as it 

has reduced the imposing of restrictions on the imports of one country on 

another.

● Economic globalisation has created an intense division of opinion all over the 

world.

● According to some, economic globalisation is likely to benefit only a small 

section of the population.

● On the other hand advocates of economic globalisation argue that it generates 

greater economic growth and well-being for larger sections of the population.



Cultural Consequences

● The consequences of globalisation can also be seen on our 

culture too and thus it is not confirmed only to the sphere of 

politics and economy.

● The process cultural globalisation poses a threat because it 

leads to the rise of a uniform culture or what is called cultural 

homogenisation.

● Cultural globalisation has both positive as well as negative 

effect on the world.

● While cultural homogenisation is an aspect of globalisation, 

the same process also generates precisely the opposite 

effect.



INDIA & GLOBALISATION

● Flows pertaining to the movement of capital, commodities, 

ideas and people go back several centuries in Indian History.

● During the British rule, India became an exporter of primary 

goods and raw materials and a consumer (importer) of 

finished goods.

● After independence, India decided to be a self-sufficient 

country rather than being dependent on others.

● In 1991, India embarked on a programme of economic reforms 

that has sought increasingly to de-regulate various sectors 

including trade and foreign investment.



Resistance to Globalisation

Globalisation has invited strong crticism all over the globe. For some 

globalisation represents a particular phase of global capitalism that 

makes the rich richer and the poor poorer.Culturally, they are worried 

that traditional culture will be harmed and people will lose their age-

old values and ways.It is important to note here that anti-

globalisation movements too participate in global networks, allying 

with those who feel like them in other countries.The World Social 

Forum (WSF) is a global platform bringing together human rights 

activists, environmentalists, labour, youth and women activists 

opposed to neo-liberal globalisation.



India and Resistance to Globalisation

● Resistance to globalisation in India has come from 

different quarters.

● There have been left wing protests to economic 

liberalisation voiced through political parties as well 

as through some forums.

● Resistance to globalisation has also come from the 

political right. This has taken the forum of objecting 

particularly to various cultural influences.



II. TOPICS –
Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It 
is a visual organization and 
representation of knowledge.
There are 10 concepts maps in all.
III. FURTHER REFERENCE –
Kindly watch the following videos for a better 
understanding.

https://youtu.be/pfjGCONiI8s

https://youtu.be/9swWZcz-ycY

https://youtu.be/2uwW6NX7DqI

https://youtu.be/pfjGCONiI8s
https://youtu.be/9swWZcz-ycY
https://youtu.be/2uwW6NX7DqI


Assignment

Q.1 Mention any four political consequences of globalisation.

Q.2 Explain any two positive and any two negative effects of globalisation.

Q.3 What is globalisation? Highlight any three causes of globalisation?

Q.4 How has technology contributed to globalisation? Explain.

Q.5 “Globalsation has shifted power from nation-states to global 
consumers.” Justify the statement.

Q.6 Explain any three reasons for resistance to globalisation.

Q.7 Describe any three effects of globalisation on the culture of a country.

Q.8 How has globalisation impacted India and how is India impacting 
globalisation?
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India became independent in August 1947 immediately after 

independence, there were three challenges in nation building

● The first and the immediate challenge was to shape 

nation that was united, yet accommodative of the 

diversity existing in the society and eradication of 

poverty and unemployment.

● The second challenge was to establish democracy.

● The third challenge was to ensure the development and 

well-being of the entire society and not only of some 

sections.

Challenges of Nation Building 





Partition: Displacement and Rehabilitation

● On 14th to 15th August, 1947, two nation-states India and 

Pakistan came into existence. Lakhs of people from both sides 

lost their homes, lives and properties and became victim of 

communal violence.

● On the basis of Muslim majority belt West and East Pakistan was 

created which were separated by a long expanse of Indian 

Territory.

● Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan also known as ‘Frontier Gandhi’ was the 

undisputed leader of the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP). 

Despite his opposition NWFP was merged with Pakistan.

● The portion of Punjab & Bengal caused the deepest trauma of 

partition.





Consequences of Partition

The year 1947 was the year of one of the largest, most abrupt, 

unplanned and tragic transfer of population of human history 

as known.

Minorities on both sides of the border fled their home and 

secured temporary’ shelter in ‘refugee camps’.

Women were often abducted, raped, attacked and killed. They 

were forcefully converted to other , religion.

Political and administrative machinery failed on both sides.

There was huge loss of lives and property. Communal 

violence was on its culmination.





Integration of Princely States

There were two types of provinces in British India—The 

British Indian Provinces (directly under the control of 

the British Government) and Princely states (governed 

by Indian princes).

Immediately after independence there were almost 565 

princely states. Many of them joined Indian Union.

Travancore, Hyderabad, Kashmir and Manipur initially 

refused to join Indian Union.



Government’s Approach

The then interim government took a firm steps against the 

possible division of India into small principalities of different 

sizes.

The government’s approach was guided by three 

considerations

The people of most of the princely states clearly wanted to 

become part of the Indian Union.

The government was prepared to be flexible in giving 

autonomy to some regions.

Consolidation of the territorial boundaries of the nation had 

assumed supreme importance





Instrument of Accession

The rulers of the most of the states signed a document called 

the ‘Instrument of Accession’ but accession of the Junagarh, 

Hyderabad, Kashmir and Manipur proved more difficult than 

the rest.

After initial resistance, in September 1948, Hyderabad was 

merged with Indian Union, by a military operation.

The Government of India succeeded in pressurising the 

Maharaja of Manipur into signing a Merger Agreement in 

September, 1949. The government did so without consulting 

the popularly elected Legislative Assembly of Manipur





Reorganisation of States

During national movement Indian National Congress recognised the 

demand of state reorganisation on linguistic basis.

After Independence, this idea was postponed because the memory of 

partition was still fresh and the fate of the Princely states had not been 

decided.

After a long movement, in December 1952 Andhra Pradesh was created 

on linguistic basis.

Creation of this state gave impetus to reorganise states on linguistic 

basis. As a result, Government of India appointed States Reorganisation 

Commission in 1953.

This commission accepted that the boundaries of the state should reflect 

the boundaries of different languages.

On the basis of its report the Nstates Reorganisation Act was passed in 

1956. This led to the creation of 14 States and 6 Union Territories



II. TOPICS –

Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It is a visual 

organization and 

representation of knowledge.

There are 10 concepts maps in all.

III. FURTHER REFERENCE –

Kindly watch the following videos for a better understanding.

https://youtu.be/0ckHfrMlL1A

https://youtu.be/3lWmb_zgokA

https://youtu.be/0IuhhRQsaWk

https://youtu.be/0ckHfrMlL1A
https://youtu.be/3lWmb_zgokA
https://youtu.be/0IuhhRQsaWk


Assingment

Q.1 What does the special status given to Jammu & Kashmir 

under article 370 ?

Q.2 How does the state of Hyderabad became a part of the 

Indian Union after Partition? 

Q.3 What was the approach of the Government of India towards 
the princely states immediately after the partition of India in 
1947?

Q.4



Q.4 Describe How the princely states of Manipur & junagarh 

acceded to India .

Q.5 Analyse any six consequences of the partition of India in 

1947.

Q.6 How did the reorganization of states take place in India 

after its Independence?  Explain.

Q.7 What were the Major challenges of Building Democracy in 

India? 
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● The Election Commission of India was set-up in January 1950. Sukumar Sen was the first Chief 

Election Commissioner.

● India’s vast size and low literacy rate etc were some of challenges to hold general elections in 1952. 

Despite these challenges the election was held successfully in 1952.

Changing Methods of Voting

● In the first general election it was decided to place inside each polling booth a box for each 

candidate with the election symbol of that candidate.

● By 2004 the entire country had shifted to the Electronic Voting Machine (EVM).

First Three General Elections

● The Congress dominated in the first three general elections. It had many popular faces like 

Jawaharlal Nehru, C Rajagopalachari, Vallabhbhai Patel etc. Moreover Jawaharlal Nehru was 

charismatic and a very popular leader.



● Congress worked at upper level as well as at grass root level. Congress was 

popularised due to the participation in Civil Disobedience Movement.

● In Kerala, in 1957 the Communist Party came to power in the world for the first 

time through democratic elections.

● This was the first state where Non-Congress Government was formed after 

independence.

Nature of Congress Dominance

● The dominance of Congress party was in democratic condition. The roots of 

extraordinary success of the Congress party go back to the legacy of the freedom 

struggle.

● The Congress brought together diverse groups, whose interests were often 

contradictory.

● By the time of independence, the Congress was transformed into a rainbow-like 

social coalition broadly representing India’s diversity in terms of classes and 

castes, religions and languages and various interests.

● This coalition-like character of Congress gave it an unusual strength.



● Groups within party with diverse ideologies are called factions. Some of these 

factions were based on ideological considerations but very often these factions 

were rooted in personal ambitions and rivalries.

● The coalition nature of the Congress party tolerated and in fact encouraged 

various factions.

Emergence of Opposition Parties

● The roots of almost all the Non-Congress parties of today can be traced to one or 

the other of the opposition parties of the 1950s.

● These opposition parties offered a sustained and often principled criticism of the 

policies and practices of the Congress party.

● This kept the ruling party under check and often changed the balance of power 

within the Congress.





Socialist Party

● The Congress Socialist Party (CSP) was formed within the Congress in 1934 by a group 

of young leaders who wanted a more radical and egalitarian Congress.

● In 1948, the Congress amended its Constitution to prevent its members from having a 

dual party membership. This forced the socialists to form a separate socialist party in 

1948.

● They criticised the Congress for favouring capitalists and landlords and for ignoring the 

workers and peasants.

The Communist Party of India (CPI]

● In the early 1920s communist groups emerged in different parts of India taking 

inspiration from the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia.

● In 1951 the communist party abandoned the path of violent revolution and decided to 

participate in the approaching general elections.

● AK Gopalan, SA Dange, EMS Namboodripad; PC Joshi, Ajay Ghosh and P Sundarraya 

were among the notable leaders of the CPI.



Bhartiya Jana Sangh [BJS]

● The Bhartiya Jana Sangh was formed in 1951 with Shyama Prasad Mukherjee as 

its founder President.

● It emphasised the idea of one country, one culture and one nation and believed 

that the country could become modem, progressive and strong on the basis of 

Indian culture and traditions.

Swatantra Party

● Swatantra party was formed in August in 1959. The party was led by old 

Congressmen like C. Rajgopalachari, KM Munshi, NG Ranga and Minoo Masani.

● The party was critical of the development strategy of state intervention in the 

economy, centralised planning, nationalisation and the public sector. It instead 

favoured expansion of a free private sector.







FACTS THAT MATTER

1. After independence, our leaders became conscious of critical role of politics in a 

democracy as they wanted to run politics as a method to sort out problems as well as to 

decide and pursue the public interest.

2. Consequently, the Election Commission of India came into existence in January 1950, 

Sukumar Sen became first Chief Election Commissioner of India to hold elections in the 

country. This commission required the drawing of the boundaries of electoral constituencies, 

electoral roll consisting eligible voters to hold free and fair elections.

3. The first general election of India became a landmark due to its competitiveness, 

encouraging

participation, fair results and proved its critics wrong not to hold elections in conditions of 

poverty. . –

4. In the 1952 election Congress party scored a big victory but it was not in power in the 

states like Travancore—Cochin i.e. Kerala, Madras and Orissa. Congress dominated in India 

due to identification with freedom struggle, popular appeal of charismatic leaders, a broad 

manifesto including every section of society and consensus building role of party.



II. TOPICS –

Each topic has been converted into a concept map. It is a visual 

organization and 

representation of knowledge.

There are 10 concepts maps in all.

III. FURTHER REFERENCE –

Kindly watch the following videos for a better understanding.

https://youtu.be/fWvLxzUBRb0

https://youtu.be/E-Jzkaowrxc

https://youtu.be/gMswt6OnjYY

https://youtu.be/Ytvbz4aM600

https://youtu.be/fWvLxzUBRb0
https://youtu.be/E-Jzkaowrxc
https://youtu.be/gMswt6OnjYY
https://youtu.be/Ytvbz4aM600


Q.1 How did the dominance of congress party in the first three General 

election help in establishing a democratic set up in India? 

Q.2 Highlight any Two features of the ideology of Bhartiya Jana sangh .

Q.3 How was One Party dominance of India different from the other 

examples of One Party Dominance in the World? 

Q.4 Explain The Major difference of Ideology between that of the 

Congress and the Jana Sangh .

Q.5 Who founded the Swantantra Party in 1959?  Describe any three 

policies & programme of this party .

Q.6 Explain any four Problems before the election commission of India 

for holding the first general election .
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Challenges to and Restoration of the Congress System

Democracy is the most difficult form of government. The pioneer of democracy in India was 

Nehru, the PM of India. Nehru worked hard to promote Parliamentary procedure in India and 

develop an abiding faith of people in the constitutional system. The country made tremendous 

social, political and economic progress under his leadership. After Nehru’s death a lot of 

questions were raised about smooth working of democracy and future of India but Lal Bahadur 

Shastri, a man of considerable political and administrative experience became second PM of 

India. The 1960s was labelled as a ‘dangerous decade’ because of problems like – poverty, 

inequality, unemployment, communal and regional discourse could lead to a failure of the 

democratic project or even disintegration of the country. 

Political succession after Nehru

• Nehru’s death on 27 May 1964 left a vacuum or void in the Congress.

• Lal Bahadur Shastri was unanimously chosen as the leader of the Congress 

Parliamentary party over right-wing conservative Morarji Desai as the next PM of 

India. 

• Shastri was a non-controversial leader from U.P. who had been a minister in Nehru’s 

cabinet for many years.

• He was known for his simplicity and commitment to his principles. 

• He played the role of a crisis-manager and asked the planners to focus greatly on 

agriculture and reorganised the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR).



Challenges faced by Shastri when he became PM –

• Within an year of resumption of office, Shastri proved himself as the most capable man. 

• President Ayub Khan of Pakistan started fermenting disturbances in Kashmir Valley 

and attacked in Chenab sector of Jammu (in September 1965 retaliation). India attacked 

on West Punjab and nearly captured Lahore.

• Shastri became the war hero and gave the famous slogan ‘Jai Jawan Jai Kisan’ to 

highlight the countries resolved to meet the challenges created by wars with Pakistan 

and China. Also in the same year due to failed monsoons there was severe drought 

which led to food shortages.

• Shastri however did not live to see this development as he died in Tashkent capital of 

Uzbekistan after signing the Tashkent declaration with Pakistan’s President Ayub 

Khan on Jan 10th 1996 (after intervention of UNSC to end the war) to restore the ‘status 

quo’. 

(Lal Bahadur Shastri was countries PM from 1964 to 1966. He gave the slogan ‘Jai 

Jawan Jai Kisan’ with which he wanted people to remember that they had to overcome 

the food problem as well as meet the challenge to the integrity of the nation)

From Shastri to Indira Gandhi –

• After Shastri’s death is Gulzarilal Nanda was the acting PM from 11th Jan to 24th Jan 

1966.

• Congress faced the challenge of political succession for the second time in two years. 

• There was intense competition between Morarji Desai and Indira Gandhi. 

(Morarji Desai – served as CM of Bombay, also served as minister in Nehru’s cabinet,





(Indira Gandhi – daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru, had been the President of Congress 

party in 1958, had also been union Minister for information and broadcasting in the 

Shastri cabinet)

• This time the senior leaders of the party or syndicate headed by K.Kamraj decided to 

back Indira Gandhi, who they thought would not carry much political weight and would 

be dependent on them for their support and guidance. 

• The decision however was not unanimous. The contest was resolved through a secret 

ballot among Congress MPs. 

• Indira Gandhi defeated Morarji by securing the support of more than two-third of the 

parties MPs (defeated Morarji by 355 votes to 169). 

• A peaceful transition of power, despite intense competition for leadership was seen as 

a sign of maturity of India’s democracy. 

• Within an year of becoming PM, Indira Gandhi had to lead the party in Lok Sabha 

elections and around this time the economic situation in the country had further 

deteriorated adding to her problems.

• Faced with these difficulties she set out to gain control over the party and to demonstrate 

her leadership skills. 

Fourth General Elections, 1967-

• The year 1967 is considered as a landmark year in India’s political and electoral history.



1. Two PMs died in quick succession, first Nehru and then Shastri. 

2. The new PM Indira Gandhi was seen as novice and was in office for less than 

an year.

3. The country faced serious economic crisis due to –

a) Successive failure of monsoons 

b) Widespread drought

c) Decline in agricultural production 

d) Decline in food storage

e) Depletion of foreign exchange reserve 

f) Drop in industrial production and exports 

g) Steep rise in military expenditure 

h) Diversion of resources from planning and economic development 

4. On coming to power, Indira Gandhi devalued the rupee in order to encourage 

exports and discourage imports. 

5. Prices of all the commodities soared. 

6. There was inflation, food scarcity, growing unemployment and worsening 

economic condition. 

7. Bandhs and hartals were called frequently across the country. The government 

saw the protests as a law and order problem and not as expressions of people’s 

problems.

8. This further increased public bitterness and reinforced popular unrest.

9. This period also witnessed some of the worst Hindu-Muslim riots since 

independence.





Non-Congressism

• The development in the country and within the Congress party (factionalism) made the 

opposition more united than before.

• Opposition parties were in the forefront of organising public protests and pressurising 

the government. 

• Parties opposed to Congress realised that the division of their votes kept the Congress 

in power. 

• Thus parties that were entirely different and disparate in their programmes and ideology 

get together to form anti-Congress fronts in some states and entered into electoral 

adjustments of sharing seats in others. 

• The socialist leader Ram Manohar Lohia give this strategy the name of 

‘Non-Congressism’.

• His argument in its defence was – Congress rule was undemocratic and opposed to the 

interests of ordinary poor people, therefore the coming together of the non-Congress 

parties was necessary for reclaiming democracy for the people.



Electoral Verdict of 1967

• The 1967 elections mark the decline of the Congress system. 

• The Congress was facing the electorate for the first time without Nehru. 

• The results jolted the Congress both at the national and the state level. 

• Elections were held for 520 seats out of which Congress got only 283 seats i.e. 

only 

54% majority in Parliament.

• These elections were described as ‘political earthquake’ by political observers.

• Half the ministers in Indira Gandhi’s cabinet were defeated including Kamraj in 

Tamil 

Nadu, S.K. Patil in Maharashtra, Atulya Ghosh in West Bengal and K.B. Sahay in 

Bihar.

• The Congress lost majority in as many as seven states and in two other states 

defection 

prevented Congress from forming the government. 

• Congress lost in - Punjab, Haryana, U.P. , M.P. , Bihar, West Bengal, Odisha, 

Madras 

(Tamil Nadu) and Kerala.

• Madras, a regional party Dravid Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) came to power after 

having led a massive anti-Hindi agitation by students against the Centre on the 

issue of 

imposition of Hindi as the official language.



Coalitions –

• The elections of 1967 gave birth to the concept of coalitions. 

• In 8 out of 9 states where Congress lost, coalition governments consisting of 

different 

non-Congress parties were formed.

• As no one party could gain majority, several non-Congress parties came 

together to 

form a joint legislative forum known as Samyukta Vidhayak Dal (in Hindi) that 

supported non-Congress governments.

• Thus, these coalitions were known as SVD governments.



Defections –

• The post-1967 period saw an alarming increase in the number of defections in the 

country. 

• It played an important role in the making and unmaking of governments in the 

states 

after 1967 elections.

• Defection means giving up membership of that political party to which a person 

belong 

or on whose ticket or symbol he or she contested an election and joined another 

party 

or group. 

• It also includes voting in the house contrary to the directions issued by the party.

• Defection was responsible for the fall of several state governments between 1967 

to 

1968.

• In Haryana, U.P., Bihar, West Bengal and Punjab mid–term elections were held in 

1968 

because of defection.

• The constant shifting and realignment of political loyalties in this period gave rise 

to 

the expression ‘Aya Ram Gaya Ram’.

• Lost 1967 elections due to defection in Haryana, M.P. and U.P.



Reasons for the decline and defeat of Congress in 1967 –

1) The absence of charismatic leader. 

2) Faction and internal differences within the Congress.

3) Electoral alliances and increasing unity among the non-Congress 

parties. 

4) Economic discontent.

5) Regional, ethnic and communal factors-in Punjab the Sikhs, in U.P. 

and Bihar Muslims 

were alienated from the Congress. Odisha and Rajasthan – the 

industrialist and princes 

were supporting the Swatantra party, in Assam and Odisha – tribals felt 

alienated from 

the Congress.

6) The syndicate became too powerful.



Syndicate and their Role

• It was the informal name given to a group of Congress leaders who were in 

control of 

the parties organisation.

• The parties ‘old guard’ were called syndicate that had taken a firm grip on the 

management of the party.

• It was led by K. Kamaraj chief minister of Tamil Nadu and then the President 

of the 

Congress party. (1963-1966).

• It included powerful leaders like S.K. Patil, N Sanjeeva Reddy, S. 

Nijalingappa, Atulya 

Ghosh etc.

• Indira Gandhi and her position to the support she received from them during 

her 

elections as PM.

• They also had say in Indira Gandhi’s first council of ministers and also in 

policy 

formulation and implementation.



Split in the Congress party

• The challenge to Indira Gandhi came not from the opposition but from within her 

own 

party. 

• She had to deal with the ‘syndicate’, a group of powerful and influential leaders 

from 

within the Congress as they had expected that she would follow their advice but on 

the 

contrary she sidelined them and chose her new group of trusted advisors.

• Indira Gandhi faced two challenges – to free herself from the clutches of the 

syndicate 

and work towards regaining the ground that the Congress had lost in the 1967 

elections.

• She converted the simple power struggle into ideological struggle.

• She got the Congress working committee to adopt a Ten Point Programme in May 

1967 

which included social control (or nationalisation) of banks, nationalisation of 

general 

insurance, ceiling on urban property and income, public distribution of food grains, 

land reforms and provision of house sites to the rural poor.



Presidential Election, 1969 (immediate cause of the split)

• 1969 Presidential election brought out the rivalry between the syndicate and Congress 

in open.

• Indira Gandhi suggested the name of V.V.Giri the Vice President of India as 

Presidential candidate after the death of President Zakir Hussain in May 1969.

• But the Congress Parliamentary Board selected and nominated her long time opponent 

and then Speaker of the Lok Sabha N. Sanjeeva Reddy, as the official Congress 

candidate.

• Indira Gandhi retaliated by encouraging V.V.Giri to contest the Presidential election as 

an independent candidate.

• She also announced several big and popular policy measures like the nationalisation of 

14 leading private banks and the abolition of ‘privy purse’ or the special privileges 

given to former princes.

• Morarji Desai the deputy PM and Finance Minister left the government due to 

differences over this issue.

• Congress President S. Nijalingappa issued a ‘whip’ asking all Congress MPs and MLAs 

to vote for N. Sanjeeva Reddy.

• Indira Gandhi openly called for a ‘conscience vote’ which meant all the MPs and MLAs 

from the Congress should be free to vote the way they want.

• V.V.Giri won the elections and became the President.



Abolition of Privy Purse 

• The integration of princely states was preceded by an assurance that after the 

dissolution of princely rule, the then ruler’s families would be allowed to retain certain 

property and would be given government allowance, measured on the basis of the 

extent, the venue and potential of the merging state.

• This grant was called the Privy Purse.

• These hereditary privileges were not consonant with the principles of equality and 

social and economic justice laid down in the Constitution of India.

• Following the 1967 elections, Indira Gandhi supported the demand that the government 

should abolish the privy purses.

• Morarji Desai has called the move ‘morally wrong’ because it amounted to making 

promises and then breaking them.

• The government tried to bring a constitutional amendment in 1970, but it was not 

passed in Rajya Sabha.

• It then it should Presidential ordinance which was declared null and void by the 

Supreme Court.

• Indira Gandhi made this into a major election issue in 1971 and got a lot of public 

support. 

• Following its massive victory in the 1971 election, the Constitution was amended.

• By the 26th amendment act 1971 the Privy Purses and privileges granted to the former 

rulers of the princely states were abolished.



The 1971 elections –

• Indira Gandhi’s party got support of few other parties including Communist party 

of 

India, DMK, Muslim league and few independents.

• During this period the government made conscious attempts to project its socialist 

credentials.

• She basically wanted to strengthen her party’s position in Parliament, inter 

dependence 

on other political parties and seek popular mandate for her programs.

• So she dissolved Lok Sabha in 1970 and fifth elections were held in 1971.



The Contest (Reasons for Congress victory in 1971 elections) 

• After forming Congress are the first thing Indira Gandhi did was to establish direct 

link 

with the electorate by passing the party.

• Her party had an issue, and a gentle and positive slogan – Garibi Hatao.

• She focused on the growth of public sector, imposition of ceiling on rural land 

holdings 

and urban property, removal of disparities in income and opportunity and abolition of 

Privy Purses.

• Through Garibi Hatao she tried to generate support base among the disadvantaged, 

unemployed youth, Dalits, the Adivasis and women.

• The main aim of the opposition party was ‘Indira Hatao’ and they formed the grand 

alliance of all the non-Congress parties. 

• India’s victory over Pakistan in 1971 war and her insistence to send back 10 million 

refugees back to Bangladesh increased their popularity to gains for Congress are in 

assembly elections in 1972.



The Outcome (Result of 1971 elections)

• The results of the Lok Sabha elections of 1971 were as dramatic as was the decision to 

hold these elections.

• The Congress (R) - CPI alliance won more seats and votes than the Congress had ever 

won in the first four general elections.

• The combine won 375 seats in Lok Sabha, Indira Gandhi’s Congress R won 352 seats.

• Indira Gandhi thus established herself firmly on the political map of India.

• With two successive election victories one at the Centre and other at the state level, the 

dominance of the Congress was restored.

Restoration: Was the Congress system restored?

• What Indira Gandhi did was not a restoration of Congress but re-invented the party.

• The party had won earlier also and was popular but now it was a different party which 

relied on the charisma and popularity of its supreme leader.

• This party lost its democratic character, did not have many factions and it could not 

accommodate diverse interests and opinions.

• It depended more on some social groups: the poor, the women, Dalits, Adivasis, and 

the minorities.

• Indira Gandhi restored the system by changing the nature of the Congress system itself. 

• Despite being more popular, the new Congress could not fulfil the aspirations of people 

and it led to new unrest and mobilisations threatening the constitutional democracy in
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Q.1 What factors were responsible for the revival of congress party in India in 

1971.

Q.2 Why was the year 1967 considered as landmark year in in India’s Political 

& Electoral History .

Q.3 What is meant by ‘Privy Purse’?  Why did I dira Gandhi insist on 

abolishing them in 1970? 

Q.4 Describe any two advantages and two disadvantages of Coalition 

Government in India .

Q.5 Examine the major changes that the country witnessed at the time of 

Fourth General election  in 1967 .

Q.6 What were the factors which led to the Popularity of Indira Gandhi's 

Government in the early 1970’s .

Q.7 Analyse the issue ‘India vs the Syndicate’ . What type of challenges did 

the issue pose before Indira Gandhi .
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Q.1 Evaluate the consequences of declaration of Emergency in 1975? 

Q.2 Evaluate the role of Naxalite movement in India.

Q.3 Why is The ‘Emergency' & The Period around it known as the period 

of constitutional crisis . Explain

Q.4 What factors led to the declaration of Internal emergency in India on 

25th June, 1975? 

Q.5 Analyse any three lessons learnt from the emergency of 1975 .

Q.6 Explain any three factors responsible for the defeat of the Congress 

party in  1977 elections .

Q.7 Analyse the conflict between the Judiciary & the Parliament in India 

in 1973 .
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Q.1 Explain the impact of Coalition Government on Indian Politics .

Q.2 Describe the era of Multiparty system in India after 1989.

Q.3 Describe any four major developments in Indian Politics since 

1989.

Q.4 What was Godhara Episode?  What were it's after effects? 

Q.5 “The Regional Parties have started playing an important role in 

Indian Politics .” Comment.

Q.6 When was the Mandal commission set up?  Describe any two 

recommendations of this commission.

Q.7 Which three major developments took place in Indian politics 

during the last decade of the 20th century?  Describe.


